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Abstract: Risk assessment during product and process development is an established procedure within most branches
nowadays. Not only the new ISO 9001 brings more attention to it, but also especially for safety risks underestimation can
cost not only quite a lot of money but also the survival of companies. Within the paper we will show different approaches for
technical risk assessment. It will be shown that the different branches had established different ways to address risks, invoked
by regulation or by the product characteristics itself. Especially for complex mechatronic products, which are and will be
more widely used in technical fields like electro mobility or autonomous driving, the technical risk assessment is driven by
the approach of functional safety (e.g. see ISO 26262 for vehicles or ISO 61508 as a more general approach). The weakness
of most approaches is that it focuses each time only on one technical domain - mostly the product development phase and
only on the electronical parts of the system. Risks due to mechanical failures of the design or due to manufacturing failures
are not included. We will explain an approach to overcome the narrow focused issues and to include manufacturing issues as
well as design issues within different operational situations. Those combinatorial view is necessary due to the fact that severe
risks are mostly a combination of multiple reasons.
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1. Introduction
Dealing with risks is a common practice in all types of companies. The “new” ISO 9001 enhances the devotion to
incorporate o risk based thinking in the processes. While in the old Standard (ISO 9001:2008) risk as a word was only
mentioned two times – and one of them was that it does not include requirements for a risk management, the new Standard
9001:2015 addresses the wording “risk” 48 times. Due to the scope of the standard all types of risk are addressed, not only
technical risks. For the element of these technical risks other signals amplify a more rigorous turn for companies towards a
more detailed and systematic approaches. This is due to that the near past years several incidents have occurred which leads
to a more and more attention to elements or risk management, e.g. the airbus accident in Toulouse 2007 or the Samsung
thermal runaway problems in 2017 (Loveridge 2017). These kind of problems can lead to, besides the risk of human life, to
enormous impact for the company, up to the insolvency of the company (Chen 2019). The issue for companies doing risk
assessments within all processes is that such mayor accidents have low probability but catastrophic consequences (Meng
2013). Besides the turn to risk management in product development it is to mention that major accidents are mostly not
caused by a single failure but mostly caused by multiple failures (Generowicz 2017).

2. Risk management in product development
Risk management in product development is a process from the concept of a product, during the detail development
up to the process development. It should be updated during the production and the usage feedback of the costumer. Different
methodologies and procedures are used in industry, dependent on the risk level of the product, the development depth and
additionally up to special requirements in different branches. Within the following chapter we will describe shortly first some
procedures for risk assessment due to regulatory demands in special branches and then describe the methodologies usually
used in these risk assessments. Some shortfalls for the in Chapter 1 mentioned issues will be listed and in Chapter 3 an
approach to overcome some of these issues will be outlined.
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